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Solutions for safe conferences and 

events in times of corona

Let’s Talk 

Solutions
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Content

01. Signage Display + Sanitizer

02. Videoconferencing

03. Webinar / Digital Congress

04. Temperature Screening, Individual Scan 

05. Crowd Counter / Smartcam

06. Air Purifiers

07. A Case of Desinfection

08. Transparent Divider

09. Temperature Screening, Crowd/Group Scan 

10. NetMouse

11. Overflow via network / overflow via BlueJeans

12. Custom meeting room based on 1,5 meters grid 

13. Location based fixed setup / interchangeable 
backdrop 

14. ACS based fixed setup / interchangeable backdrop 

15. Crowd Microphone



1. Signage Display + Sanitizer

Disinfect hands before
entering a room or venue:

- Interactive signage and
cleaning dispencer in one

- Welcome message in look & 
feel of the event

- Content easy to adjust via a 
cloud based solution
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2. Videoconferencing

Participate in online 
meetings:

- For small groups (up to 5)
- Connection with all standard 

platforms (Zoom, Teams, 
BlueJeans, WebEx etc.)

- Possibility to upgrade to
groups of 100 persons
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Participate in online 
meetings:

- Small to large groups
- Bring your own meeting 

(Zoom, Teams, WebEx etc.)
- ACS provides BlueJeans

account
- Up to 100 devices

simultaneously
- Possibility to upgrade to

customized solutions
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3. Webinar / Digital Congress

Organise online events:

- Guaranteed high quality of 
audio and video

- Different options in level of 
interactivity

- Dedicated landing page 
and/or link
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4. Temperature Screening, 
individual scan 

Select persons with an
increased body 
temperature upon entry:

- No log so GDPR proof
- Autonomous unit 
- Designed to be used next to

staff and room entrances
and corridors 
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5. Crowd Counter / Smartcam

Keep track of the
maximum capacity and
current occupation of the
venue and/or room:

- Registers movements of 
people entering and leaving

- Shows the remaining
capacity

- No need for an additional
host at the entry
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6. Air Purifier

Purify the air in a room:

- Makes use of UVC light
- Operative out of sight
- Can be used continuously
- Mobile
- Scalable capacity
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7. A Case Of Desinfection

Desinfect microphones
and other equipment:

- Makes use of UVC Light
- Housed in a flight case
- Safe to use
- Almost immediate re-use of 

equipment possible
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8. Transparant divider

Make transparent barriers
to seperate visitor flows:

- Can be used if 1,5 meter 
distance cannot be
guaranteed

- Semi-permanent or 
temporary solution

- Easily movable set-up
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9. Temperature Screening, 
crowd/group scan 

Select persons with
an increased body 
temperature upon
entry

- Can measure
crowds upon entry

- No log so GDPR 
proof
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10. NetMouse

Allowing website navigation
without physically touching
screens:

- Display control without touching a 
screen

- Access through QR code
- Mobile phone as operation device 

to click, scroll and select
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11. Overflow via network / 
overflow via BlueJeans

Enlarge your room capacity:

- Option to follow the programme
at an alternative location

- Scalable to address a variable
attendence

- Small to large solutions
- Audio reinforcement by means 

of PA system or single use
headsets
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12. Custom meeting room 
based on 1,5 meters grid 

Set up a room in a 1,5 
meter grid:

- Digital furniture: lectern and
chair table can display 
customized content

- Fully customizable in 
size/capacity
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13. Location based fixed setup / 
interchangeable backdrop 

Create your own
recording environment:

- Available at any time
- Interchangeable backdrop
- Easy to switch to another

look & feel
- Can be used by multiple 

customers
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15. Crowd Microphone

Ask questions without a 
fixed Q&A microphone:

- For Q&A, messages to a 
moderator or voting

- Possibility to ask questions
(live audio)

- Makes use of personal 
mobile phones


